
Danny left a secret message for you! To fi nd out what he said, 
start by solving the clues at the top.  For each answer you get, 
fi ll in the corresponding letter in the grid below (we did the fi rst 
one for you.)  You can solve the clues in any order you’d like.  
Once you start fi lling in Danny’s message, you can work back and 
forth to fi ll in all of the blanks.

Clues

A. I’m going to    Y  O  U  T   H  camp for the summer!
                                  26  13  28    8     5

B. I love to go to the symphony to hear great __  __  __  __  __.
 18  3  11  9  16 
C. A cow says __  __  __.
 12  21  31

D. The __  __  __  __ shop sign glowed hot pink.
 30  15  27  7

E. Dogs and cats are covered in  __  __  __.
 25  6  29

F. “__  __  __  __ at me!”
 1  24  17  14

G. I love a good fairy __  __  __  __ ; Snow White is my favorite!
 23  2  10  33

H. I don’t know the answer so I’m going to take a __  __  __  __  __.
 4  22  19  20  32

What will you do when you read Dragonbreath?
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Once you start fi lling in Danny’s message, you can work back and 

__.
 18  3  11  9  16

__ ; Snow White is my favorite!



Danny and Wendell say 
some hilarious things! 
What do you think they’re 
saying here? Use your 
creativity to fill in the 
speech bubbles.
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The Dragonbreath books are funny, but you can make 
them even funnier! Grab a friend and choose words to 
fi ll in the blanks with the appropriate parts of speech, 
then read your silly Mad Lib out loud!

A ______ Hot Dog!
 (adjective)

The line for _____ was nearly to the ____, which was normal, and the hot dogs were               
 (noun)  (noun)                                           

_____ and bright ___, which was not normal. Danny ______ his lunch a few times and 
(adjective)  (color)  (verb ending in –ed)

thought he felt it ______. 
 (verb)

“There’s something _____ about the hot dogs,” he said to Wendell.
 (adjective)

“_____ how?” asked Wendell, who brought his _____. His ______ sandwich was cut 
(Same adjective)  (noun)  (adjective) 

into neat ______, again, courtesy of his _______. Danny would bet _____ that there was 
 (shape, plural)  (noun)  (noun)

a _____ folded _____ in Wendell’s lunch _____, possibly with a map of the _______ 
 (adverb)  (noun)  (noun)  (adjective)

_______ on it.
     (noun) 

“Take a look. Doesn’t the color strike you as sort of. . .  _______?”
 (adjective)

“It’s a hot dog,” said Wendell, but ______ over at Danny’s lunch anyway. “Oh. 
 (verb ending in –ed)  

Hmmm.” He _____ his glasses up on his _____ and picked up the _____ warily. “You’re 
 (verb ending in –ed)  (body part)  (noun)

right. That’s not normal hot dog color.” He handed it back to Danny.
 

“Looks sort of like. . .  _____,” said Danny.
 (noun)
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The Dragonbreath books are funny, but you can make 
them even funnier! Grab a friend and choose words to 
fi ll in the blanks with the appropriate parts of speech, 



Ninja Frogs 
have kidnapped 
the new foreign 
exchange 
student, Suki! 
Can you help 
Danny reach 
them in time to 
save the day?
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